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About This Game

A quiz that helps you review common Chinese characters you will come across in everyday text. By practicing and reviewing,
you can learn 2,538 Hanzi, their meanings and pronunciations.

Features

 All questions have a timer set between 2 and 20 seconds.

 Choose how many questions per quiz. From 3 to 30.

 The following levels are available: 1 to 8 strokes, 9 to 16 strokes, 17 to 24 strokes, any Hanzi from the list or even your
own custom list.

 You can review any Hanzi to check its pinyin or the traditional form.

 3 ways to take a quiz: guess a Hanzi's meaning or its pronunciations; Also you can have a word in English and then
choose the matching Hanzi.

Achievements available to highlight your progress!
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Enjoyable turn-based fantasy rpg. The graphics are simple, but clearly delineate the various mythical creatures (and there's quite
a variety). There's an engaging character development system with a plethora of skills to improve along with building synergy by
pairing specific classes/skill trees together. So far, I've found the game to be challenging, but not overly difficult although I
admit to save-scumming during the dungeons to avoid deaths. Much like Battle Brothers, there is no saving in combat.

If you like TBS games, Storm Guard is definitely worth trying.
. I just got this on sale for a mere $2.24 USD. It is definitely worth that! Yes, it is just another "horror themed" wave shooter,
but, it is fun and has decent gameplay mechanics. The weapons work well, and I might need some new boxers. It does startle
you if you don't keep track of the enemies (which are done very well). It's probably even worth full price if you like this kind of
game. While it won't keep you playing for hours and hours, it is a fun game and worth your support. I'd like to see the dev come
out with another game. This one was done well and fair priced for the brief experience.

Good work guys! Look forward to seeing what you come up with next.. The game givers very bad feedback on what are you
doing wrong, and has a lot of other UI\/UX problems. Also, enemy turn takes forever and there are no ways to speed it up. It
would be an OK freeware game, but as a commercial product, I don't like it. Refund requested.. i beat the whole game in a little
over 2 hours
pretty fun. I finished the game in 25 minutes. I tryed to enjoy it as it was very easy but I just can't recommend this game. It's
most likely unplayable for all the bugs and glitches. I tryed to lower the graphic settings but that wouldn't stop the lasers from
showing at certain levels. Might be worth buying for the 1500 Achievements though, and you'll get a average time of 20-60
minutes when completed all the levels.. Sweet, surreal story. The experience is very short but it is high-quality and well worth
the price. My favorite part was travelling by train through dreamy landscapes.. This game is very simple and excellent, the only
problem with it and the only reason I\u2019m giving it a negative review is this; The notes abruptly cut out for an uxeplained
reason. This chops up the flow of music quite noticeably. If this is fixed my review will immediately change as this game is
fantastic.. Was alright.. Its eerie.. wasnt too fond of the graphics, but it was a fun game to help pass the time. lol
One thing I question is, the part when you were stuck underground, and those skelton looking creatures, had a huge♥♥♥♥♥♥...
just hangin out.... was odd.. but other then that I guess Id reccomend it.. I mean you wont know if you like it until you try!.
Worth the download 100%
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Excellent strategy game with an Advanced Wars feel to it. Capture villages, and choose whether to devote them to troop makers,
advanced troop makers, or gold producers. Has a Campaign, Skirmish, and Online Mode, along with a map maker and you can
even save replays. Very fun, and I recommend it to any strategy game lover.. Bought this hoping it would be like Ecco the
dolphin - a cool rpg with magical elemetns where I control an animal. Fails to capture ecco's magic though. The backgrounds
and character designs are nice but the stiff paperdoll animation is off putting. It looks like a flash game.

That would be ok if the platforming controls were better but platform jumping just feels awkward. I don't get a sensation that
my character is really there or really connecting with the enemies. Maybe its the fact that the characters and backgrounds dont
look like they belong in the same universe. Can't recommend.. This is a cool DLC. These weapons are one of the best in-game!

I will do some pros and cons for the DLC

PROS
-The DLC gives you 2 weapons, Relic Bolter and Possessed Bolter
-You can show off the work of your Chapter's Techmarine in a way the Emperor intented it
-The daemon within the Bolter wants to spill blood and frankly why not let it do its thing
-Weapons are purely cosmetic items, same perks can be applied to them and they have the same damage output as the regular
Bolter
-The DLC is not pay-2-win

CONS
-Cannot be used in Singleplayer

I recommend it. 9\/10 would destroy my enemies with these Bolters again!. No I don't recommend this game. To the Moon is an
RPG Maker phenomenon made by Freebird Games. The game tells the story of two scientists and their job, which is to grant an
old man his final wish in his mind before he passes away. And on the journey, the two scientists learn about the story of his past,
and what he has gone through. Simple as it may seem, this game is one hell of a trip. It perfectly utilizes perfectly both dialogue
and music to make the player feel engrossed in the game, and make the characters all the more worth exploring. The story, while
quite simple, was extremely enjoyable. It's emotional and funny, where it needs to be to keep the player interested in the game
itself. The game handled those little emotional moments quite well, too, with interactions that feel very natural, rather than just a
script. The soundtracks of the game also further support these moments, with incredible piano pieces to accompany every scene.

CONCLUSION: To the Moon is an emotional journey down memory lane. (Ba-dum, tss) If you want to have some
gameplay, then it probably won't be the game for you, as the gameplay is very bare-boned with little to offer. But if you
want to just sit down and have a little dose of feels, then To the Moon is the best game you can get.. DwarfCorp is far
from being ready for even early access. In it's current state, the game isn't even playable.. Gorgeous game. Original and
creative level design like no other platformer I've played before, introducing an interesting new mechanic with every
level. Amazing that the entire game was made by just one person, especially considering its level of polish.
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